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The largest dissipation occurs for large inner cores and when the free inner core
nutation frequency is close to the precession frequency.
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Abstract
Analyses of Lunar Laser Ranging data show that the spin-symmetry axis of the Moon
is ahead of its expected Cassini state by an angle of φp = 0.27 arcsec. This indicates the
presence of one or more dissipation mechanisms acting on the lunar rotation. A combination of solid-body tides and viscous core-mantle coupling have been proposed in previous studies. Here, we investigate whether viscoelastic deformation within a solid inner core at the centre of the Moon can also account for a part of the observed phase lead
angle φp . We build a rotational dynamic model of the Cassini state of the Moon that
comprises an inner core, a fluid core and a mantle, and where solid regions are allowed
to deform viscoelastically in response to an applied forcing. We show that the presence
of an inner core does not change the global monthly Q of the Moon and hence, that the
contribution from solid-body tides to φp is largely unaffected by an inner core. However,
we also show that viscoelastic deformation within the inner core, acting to realign its figure axis with that of the mantle, can contribute significantly to φp through inner coremantle gravitational coupling. We show that the contribution to φp is largest when the
inner core viscosity is in the range of 1013 to 1014 Pa s, when the inner core radius is large
and when the free inner core nutation frequency approaches a resonance with the precession frequency of 2π/18.6 yr−1 .

Plain language summary: Analyses of the lunar rotation have revealed that there
exists one or more mechanisms that act to dissipate a part of the rotational energy. Previous mechanisms that have been suggested include friction at the boundary between
the fluid core and the mantle, and a delayed response of a deformable ’soft’ mantle to
tidal forces. Here, we investigate whether the dissipation of rotational energy could also
originate from deformation within a soft solid inner core located at the centre of the Moon.
We show that if the inner core is sufficiently large and if its viscosity is sufficiently low,
its contribution to the rotational energy dissipation is not negligible.

1 Introduction
In the year 1693 the Franco-Italian astronomer Giovanni Domenico Cassini published a set of three empirical laws describing the rotational motion of the Moon [Cassini ,
1693]: 1) The Moon is locked in a 1:1 spin-orbit resonance, such that for every orbit around
the Earth the Moon rotates once about its own axis; 2) The Moon’s spin-symmetry axis
is misaligned by a constant angle relative to the ecliptic normal; 3) the orbit normal and
the spin-symmetry axis both precess about the ecliptic normal at the same frequency
and the three vectors remain coplanar. The third law describes a configuration referred
to as a Cassini state [Colombo, 1966; Peale, 1969]. It is this precessing (quasi) coplanar
configuration of the orbit normal, lunar mantle rotation axis, and ecliptic normal that
is at the centre of our study.
The orbital geometry and Cassini state configuration of the Moon are illustrated
in Figure 1. The orbit normal and the symmetry axis precess about the ecliptic normal
with a period of 18.6 years. Detailed observations of the lunar rotation made by Lunar
Laser Ranging (LLR) in the decades following the Apollo missions [e.g. Dickey et al., 1994]
have revealed that the angle between the orbit and ecliptic normals is I = 5.145◦ and
the angle between the symmetry axis and the ecliptic normal is θp = 1.543◦ , in the opposite direction of I. In addition, LLR observations indicate that the symmetry axis is
not exactly co-planer with the ecliptic and orbit normals, as one would expect for an exact Cassini state, but instead leads ahead of this plane by a small angle of φp = 0.27
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a) The orbit of the Moon (M) around Earth (E) as seen in the inertial frame

(ê1 , ê2 , ê3 ). The normal to the orbital plane is defined by êI3 and is offset from ê3 by an angle
I

= 5.145◦ . êI3 precesses about ê3 in a retrograde direction at frequency Ωp = 2π/18.6 yr−1 .

F is the mean angle from the orbit’s ascending node. Ω is the longitude of the ascending node
with respect to ê1 . The blue (orange) shaded region indicates portions of the orbit when the
Moon is above (below) the ecliptic plane, the latter being defined by the vectors ê1 and ê2 and
represented by the grey shade. b) The Cassini state of the Moon. The plane (orange shaded
area) defined by ê3 and êI3 is the Cassini plane, rotating at frequency −Ωp about ê3 . The frame
attached to this plane is the Cassini frame (êc1 , êc2 , êc3 ), with êc3 aligned with ê3 and with êc2
aligned with the line of the descending node. The symmetry axis of the mantle êp3 is offset from
ê3 by θp

=

1.543◦ . Without dissipation, êp3 lies in the Cassini plane. As a result of dissipation,

êp3 is ahead of the Cassini plane by an angle φp = 0.27 arcsec. a) and b) do not correspond to the
same snapshot in time.

arcsec [Yoder , 1981; Williams et al., 2001]. This offset is indicative of rotational energy
dissipation within the Moon.
Two dissipation mechanisms have been proposed in the literature. The first is due
to solid-body tides [Yoder , 1979; Cappallo et al., 1981]. The Moon deforms in response
to changes in the gravitational potential imposed on it primarily by Earth and to a lesser
extent by the Sun and other planets. For a purely elastic deformation, the tidal bulge
is in phase with the potential of the tide-raising body on the lunar surface. However, as
a result of solid body dissipation, the phase of the tidal bulge lags behind the potential
and this time-lag leads to an associated torque acting on the Moon. In response to this
torque, the spin-symmetry axis of the mantle is displaced in the direction of precession
from the plane defined by the ecliptic and orbit normals; a plane which we refer to as
the Cassini plane.
The second dissipation mechanism is from viscous friction at the lunar core-mantle
boundary (CMB) [Yoder , 1981; Williams et al., 2001]. The rotation vector of the fluid
core does not follow that of the mantle in its 18.6 yr precession because the ellipticity
of the lunar CMB is too small for adequate inertial coupling between the two [Goldreich, 1967]. Although the fluid core tilt angle is not known, it is presumed to be close to,
though not exactly aligned with, the ecliptic normal [Williams et al., 2001; Meyer and
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Wisdom, 2011; Dumberry and Wieczorek , 2016; Stys and Dumberry, 2018]. A fluid core
that is rotating with a differential velocity relative to the mantle exerts a viscous drag
on the CMB, and hence a torque on the mantle which acts to displace its symmetry axis
away from the Cassini plane.
Small physical longitudinal and latitudinal librations of the order of a few milliarcsec provide a pathway to separate the relative contributions from these two dissipation
mechanisms. This is done by comparing the observed changes in the lunar rotation inferred by LLR with the prediction from a rotational model subject to the known torques
acting on the Moon [Williams et al., 2001; Williams and Boggs, 2015]. The rotational
Moon model that is used in such LLR studies consists of a rigid solid mantle and a fluid
core, but does not include an inner core. Tidal dissipation within the solid mantle is modelled as a time-delay. Viscous friction at the CMB is modelled with a single dissipation
parameter. The goal of LLR studies is to fit as best as possible the entire time series of
the modelled lunar rotation, including all its librations and the equilibrium Cassini state,
to the observed data. Evidently, the recovered dissipation parameters are dependent on
the assumptions inherent to the rotation model used to fit the LLR observations. If an
additional dissipation mechanism exists, its introduction into the rotation model will modify these parameters.
In the present study, we focus on the dissipation associated with the Cassini state
which results in the observed phase lead of φp = 0.27 arcsec. In particular, we investigate how a third dissipation mechanism may contribute to φp : viscoelastic deformation within a solid inner core. Whether the Moon has a solid inner core remains uncertain. Thermal evolution models suggest that a solid inner core should have crystallized
at its centre [Zhang et al., 2013; Laneuville et al., 2014; Scheinberg et al., 2015]. A solid
inner core with a radius of 240 ± 10 km has been inferred based on seismic data [Weber et al., 2011] but this interpretation is not unique [e.g. Garcia et al., 2011]. If present,
the inner core can contribute to the observed lead angle φp in two ways. First, through
its solid body viscoelastic deformation, and second, from viscous friction at the inner core
boundary (ICB). We focus on the former. Viscoelastic deformation within the inner core
implies that, as for the mantle, its instantaneous figure axis includes a component out
of the Cassini plane. Because of the inner core’s small relative size compared to the mantle, it is unlikely that this can contribute to a significant change in the global tidal deformation of the Moon. Indeed we confirm this in our study. However, a more significant effect can arise from the gravitational torque that the mantle and inner core exert
on one another’s figure. In the Cassini state, the tilt angle of the inner core with respect
to the mantle can be significant [Dumberry and Wieczorek , 2016; Stys and Dumberry,
2018]. If this tilt includes a component out of the Cassini plane, then the torque it applies on the mantle also includes such an out-of-plane component, thereby contributing
to φp .
The underlying motivation for our study is three-fold. First, correctly identifying
and quantifying the rotational dissipation mechanisms within the Moon is crucial to accurately constrain its rheology. Indeed, several studies have sought to explain the frequency dependence of the tidal dissipation that is deduced on the basis of LLR observations [e.g. Williams et al., 2001, 2014; Williams and Boggs, 2015; Harada et al., 2014,
2016; Khan et al., 2014; Nimmo et al., 2012; Karato, 2013]. If the inner core participates
in the dissipation, the inference from LLR would be changed, and this would then affect the conclusions drawn in these studies.
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Second, viscous friction at the CMB between the differentially rotating mantle and
fluid core has been suggested as a possible source of energy for the ancient lunar dynamo
[Williams et al., 2001; Dwyer et al., 2011; Cébron et al., 2019]. This inference is based
on the fact that the angle of offset between the core and mantle was larger in the past
when the Moon was closer to Earth and its tidally locked rotation was also faster. However, the past dissipation is computed on the basis of the present-day estimate of the viscous friction at the CMB. If a part of the present-day dissipation includes a contribution from viscous friction at the ICB, or a contribution from a viscously deforming inner core, this will affect the estimate of the power available to drive the ancient lunar
dynamo by mechanical forcing.
Third, the tilt angle of the inner core relative to the lunar mantle can theoretically
be large [Dumberry and Wieczorek , 2016; Stys and Dumberry, 2018]. In the reference frame
of the lunar mantle, a tilted inner core precesses with a period of one lunar day. This
precession should manifest itself as a periodic variation in the degree 2 order 1 coefficients
of gravity [Williams, 2007]. However, such a gravity signal has not been detected to date
[Williams et al., 2015]. A possible reason for this is that the viscous relaxation allows
the inner core to realign its geometric figure to match the surface of hydrostatic equilibrium imposed by the mantle’s gravity field. As was shown in Dumberry and Wieczorek
[2016], if the viscous relaxation timescale of the inner core is of the order of one lunar
day, gravitational coupling with the mantle would prevent a misalignment of the inner
core of more than 1◦ . Hence, viscous relaxation of the inner core figure may be the reason why its associated gravity signal remains below the detection threshold.

2 Theory
2.1 The interior structure of the Moon
The model of the Moon’s interior structure that we adopt consists of a solid inner
core, a fluid outer core, a low seismic velocity transition zone at the base of the mantle,
or more succinctly a low velocity zone (LVZ), a solid mantle, and a thin crust. The outer
radii of each of these layers, in the same sequence, are denoted as rs , rf , rl , rm , and R,
and their densities by ρs , ρf , ρl , ρm , and ρc . The inner core radius rs corresponds to the
ICB radius, and the fluid core radius rf corresponds to the CMB radius. We neglect compressibility effects from increasing pressure with depth (which are small for the Moon)
and assume that the density and other material properties within each layer are uniform.
Although crude, adopting uniform layers is broadly consistent with the radial models of
the Moon inferred from seismic observations [Garcia et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2015].
Each layer is triaxial in shape. We denote the polar flattening by the variable ,
defined as the difference between the mean equatorial and polar radii, divided by the mean
spherical radius. Likewise, we denote the equatorial flattening by the variable ξ, defined
as the difference between the maximum and minimum equatorial radii, divided by the
mean spherical radius. The set of polar and equatorial flattenings at the outer radius
of the inner core, fluid core, LVZ, mantle and at the lunar surface are denoted by (s ,
ξs ), (f , ξf ), (l , ξl ), (m , ξm ) and (r , ξr ), respectively.
2.2 The rotational model
To model the rotational dynamics of the Moon we use the framework developed
by Mathews et al. [1991] to study the Earth’s nutations [see also Mathews et al., 2002;
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The orientation of (a) the orbit normal (êI3 ), the symmetry axes of the man-

tle (êp3 ) and inner core (ês3 ), and (b) the rotation rate vectors of the mantle (Ω), fluid core
(Ωf ) and inner core (Ωf ) as seen in the Cassini frame (êc1 , êc3 ). Also shown are the vectors
p, ns , m, mf and ms and associated angles θp , θn , θm , θf and θs . For ease of illustration, all
vectors are shown to lie in the Cassini plane (defined by êc3 and êI3 ), corresponding to a situation with no dissipation. When dissipation is present, all vectors have a component out of this
plane. The light grey, white, and dark grey ellipsoid represent a polar cross-section of the mantle, fluid core and inner core, respectively. Blue shaded parts show the equatorial cross section.
The black curved arrow in the equatorial plane indicates the direction of rotation, at frequency
Ωo + Ωp cos(θp ) = 2π/27.212 day−1 of the mantle axes êp1 and êp2 about the Cassini plane.

Dehant and Mathews, 2015]. This framework was adapted to model the Cassini state
of the Moon in Dumberry and Wieczorek [2016], henceforth referred to as DW16. A further extension of the framework is presented in Stys and Dumberry [2018], henceforth
referred to as SD18. We give an outline of this rotational model below, but the interested reader is referred to DW16 and SD18 for more details. Here, we focus on the new
additions to this model in order to include the dissipation involved in the Cassini state.
From the perspective of the rotational dynamics, the LVZ, mantle and crust are
welded together and form a single rotating region. In the context of the rotating model
we refer to this region as the “mantle”, but it should not obscure the fact that material
properties may be distinct in each of the crust, LVZ and the mantle in between.
As shown in Figure 1, the Cassini state of the Moon can be defined in terms of two
reference frames: the inertial frame, defined by unit vectors (ê1 , ê2 , ê3 ), with ê3 aligned
with the ecliptic normal; and the Cassini frame specified by unit vectors (êc1 , êc2 , êc3 ), with
êc3 aligned with ê3 . The Cassini frame is defined in terms of the orientation of the orbit normal êI3 with respect to the ecliptic normal ê3 : êc3 is set to be aligned with ê3 , and
the orientation of êc1 is set to lie in the plane containing êI3 and ê3 , which we refer to
as the Cassini plane. The Cassini frame is rotating with frequency −Ωp about ê3 with
respect to the inertial frame.
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The rotational model that we use is defined with respect to a third reference frame
attached to the rotating mantle, with unit vectors (êp1 , êp2 , êp3 ). êp3 is chosen to be aligned
with the maximum (polar) moment of inertia of the mantle and consequently it defines
the orientation of the symmetry (or figure) axis of the mantle. êp1 and êp2 are aligned,
respectively, with the minimum and intermediate moments of inertia (both in equatorial directions). Since the Moon is in a tidally locked 1:1 spin-orbit resonance, êp1 is at
the central point of the hemisphere of the Moon facing the Earth (near side) and, when
averaged over one full orbit, points directly towards Earth. The reader is referred to Appendix A of SD18 for a more in-depth discussion of the links between the inertial (ê),
Cassini (êc ) and mantle (êp ) frames. The misalignment of the lunar mantle’s symmetry axis êp3 relative to the ecliptic normal ê3 is described by a vector p,
êp3 = ê3 + p .

(1a)

A similar coordinate system is defined for the inner core. Let (ês1 , ês2 , ês3 ) be the
unit vectors in the direction of the inner core’s principle moments of inertia, defined in
the same way as for the lunar mantle. Because the inner core is suspended within the
fluid core, it is free to take on a different orientation than the mantle. The misalignment
of the inner core symmetry axis ês3 relative to the mantle symmetry axis êp3 is described
by a vector ns , such that
ês3 = êp3 + ns = ê3 + p + ns .

(1b)

The rotation and symmetry axes of the mantle – and similarly those of the inner
core – are expected to remain in close alignment, but they do not coincide exactly. The
misalignment of the mantle rotation rate vector Ω relative to the mantle symmetry axis
êp3 is captured by a vector m, such that
Ω = Ωo + ωm = Ωo (êp3 + m) ,

(2a)

where Ωo = 2π/27.322 day−1 is the sidereal frequency of the rotation of the lunar mantle. The vector ωm = Ωo m is the differential angular velocity of the mantle defined with
respect to êp3 . The rotation rate vectors of the inner core, Ωs , and the fluid core, Ωf are
defined in terms of vectors ms and mf ,

Ωs = Ω + ωs = Ωo (êp3 + m + ms ) ,
Ωf = Ω + ωf =

Ωo (êp3

+ m + mf ) ,

(2b)
(2c)

where ωs = Ωo ms and ωf = Ωo mf are the differential angular velocities of the inner
core and fluid core, respectively, both defined with respect to the mantle rotation rate
vector. The definitions of Ω, Ωs and Ωf are sufficiently accurate for our purpose here,
but more proper definitions are given in Appendix A of SD18.
A graphical depiction of the five rotational vectors p, m, mf , ms and ns is shown
in Figure 2. They are the five unknowns of our system which are found by solving a system of five coupled equations. The first three equations describe, respectively, the time
rate of change of the angular momenta of the whole Moon (H), the fluid core (Hf ), and
the inner core (Hs ) in the reference frame of the rotating mantle (DW16),
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d
H + Ω × H = Γe + Γt ,
dt

(3a)

d
Hf − ωf × Hf = −Γcmb − Γicb ,
dt
d
Hs + Ω × Hs = Γes + Γts + Γs + Γicb .
dt

(3b)
(3c)

Here, Γe and Γes are the gravitational torques from Earth acting on the whole Moon
and on the inner core, respectively. Γt and Γts are the torques associated with the tidal
dissipation of the whole Moon and inner core, respectively. Γs is the torque from pressure and self-gravitation exerted on the inner core, and Γicb and Γcmb are the torques
from surface tractions on the inner core (at the ICB) and on the fluid core (at the CMB),
respectively. The remaining two equations are kinematic relationships, one to express
the change in the orientation of the inner core figure resulting from its own rotation, and
a second describing the invariance of the ecliptic normal in the inertial frame as seen in
the mantle frame (SD18). They are, respectively,

d s
ê + ês3 × ωs = 0 ,
dt 3
d
ê3 + Ω × ê3 = 0 .
dt

(3d)
(3e)

The three angular momentum vectors are expanded in terms of the moment of inertia tensors for the whole Moon (I), fluid core (If ), and inner core (Is ) as follows

H = I · Ω + If · ωf + Is · ωs ,

(4a)

Hf = If · Ωf ,

(4b)

Hs = Is · Ωs .

(4c)

The moments of inertia tensors involve the principal moments of inertia of the whole Moon
(C > B > A), fluid core (Cf > Bf > Af ) and solid inner core (Cs > Bs > As ). C,
Cf and Cs are the polar moments of inertia of each region. The mean equatorial moments of inertia of each region are defined as

Ā =

1
(A + B) ,
2

Āf =

1
(Af + Bf ) ,
2

Ās =

1
(As + Bs ) .
2

(5)

The dynamical ellipticities for the whole Moon (e), the fluid core (ef ), and the inner core
(es ), are then defined by

e=

C − Ā
,
Ā

ef =

Cf − Āf
,
Āf

The moment of inertia tensors are defined as
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I = ĀI + Āe êp3 êp3 + α3 Ās es (ês3 ês3 − êp3 êp3 ) +

X

cij êpi êpj ,

(7a)

X

(7b)

ij

If = Āf I + Āf ef êp3 êp3 + α1 Ās es (êp3 êp3 − ês3 ês3 ) +

cfij êpi êpj ,

i,j

Is = Ās I + Ās es ês3 ês3 +

X

csij êpi êpj ,

(7c)

i,j

where, for uniform density layers,

α1 =

ρf
,
ρs

α3 = 1 − α1 = 1 −

ρf
,
ρs

(8)

and where I is the unit tensor. In the reference frame of the lunar mantle, I = êpi êpj δij ,
where δij is the Kronecker delta. The quantities cij , cfij and csij represent perturbations
to the moment of inertia tensors resulting from viscoelastic deformations [Mathews et al.,
1991; Buffett et al., 1993].
Viewed in the êp -frame attached to the rotating mantle, the Cassini plane is rotating in a retrograde direction about ê3 (see Figure 2). The frequency of its rotation
is ωΩo , where ω, expressed in cycles per lunar day, is equal to
ω = −1 − δω cos(θp ) ,

(9a)

as specified in SD18, although here we follow the approximation (cos(θp ) → 1) used in
DW16 and take
ω = −1 − δω .

(9b)

The factor δω = Ωp /Ωo = 27.322 days / 18.6 yr = 4.022 × 10−3 is the Poincaré number, expressing the ratio of lunar precession to lunar rotation frequencies. In the absence
of dissipation, the gravitational torque by the Earth on the Moon (Γe ) is the only external torque driving a rotational response. Averaged over one orbit, this torque is directed along the line of the ascending node of the lunar orbit, perpendicular to the Cassini
plane in direction −êc2 . Hence, viewed from the êp -frame, the orientation of this average torque is also rotating at frequency ωΩo . Setting the equatorial directions êp1 and
êp2 to correspond to the real and imaginary axes of the complex plane, respectively, we
can write the equatorial components of this periodic applied torque in a compact form
as
Γ1 (t) + iΓ2 (t) = −iΩ2o Ā φ̃ exp[iωΩo t] ,

(10a)

φ̃ ≡ φ̃(ωΩo ) = φ1 (ωΩo ) + i φ2 (ωΩo ) ,

(10b)

where

represents the complex non-dimensional amplitude of the torque rotating at frequency
ωΩo , with φ1 and φ2 its real and imaginary components, respectively.
The five rotational vectors p, m, mf , ms and ns capture the response of the Moon
to this applied torque. In the absence of dissipation, each of these vectors lie in the Cassini
plane but they have different orientations. Viewed in the êp -frame, their time-dependency
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is then also proportional to exp[iωΩo t], and their two equatorial components can likewise be written as complex variables in the complex plane, in terms of a product between
a complex amplitude and a periodic time-dependency exp[iωΩo t]. For instance, m is written as

m1 (t) + im2 (t) = m̃ exp[iωΩo t] ,

(11a)

where m̃ is the complex amplitude at frequency ωΩo ,
m̃ ≡ m̃(ωΩo ) = m1 (ωΩo ) + i m2 (ωΩo ) .

(11b)

The other four rotational variables are similarly written in terms of their complex amplitudes p̃, m̃f , m̃s and ñs . Small amplitudes are assumed, in which case p̃, m̃, m̃f , m̃s
and ñs are equivalent to the angles of misalignment θp , θm , θf , θs and θn , respectively,
as shown in Figure 2.
Under the small angle assumption, only the components c13 êp1 and c23 êp2 of the moment of inertia tensor of the whole Moon in Equation (7a) are retained [Mathews et al.,
1991]. Because the applied torque is periodic, the perturbation in the moment of inertia is also periodic. This time dependent deformation is cast into our complex notation
as

c13 (t) + ic23 (t) = c̃ exp[iωΩo t] ,

(12a)

c̃ ≡ c̃(ωΩo ) = c13 (ωΩo ) + ic23 (ωΩo )

(12b)

where

is the complex amplitude of the moment of inertia perturbation at frequency ωΩo . Equivalent definitions apply to the perturbations in the moments of inertia of the fluid core
and inner core, with c̃f and c̃s denoting their complex amplitudes, respectively. (Note
that our notation is different from the one used in Mathews et al. [1991], where these were
denoted instead by c̃3 , c̃f3 and c̃s3 .)
We must choose a reference time t = 0 to orient the Cassini frame with the inertial frame. We set t = 0 to correspond to when the line of the ascending node coincides with ê1 in Figure 1 (i.e. when the longitude of the ascending node is Ω = 0, and
hence when êc1 is aligned with ê2 (see Figure 1b)). We must also choose a mean angle
F in Figure 1a at the reference time t = 0, which is equivalent to choosing the orientation between the mantle frame with the Cassini frame. We pick t = 0 to correspond
to F = 3π/2 or, equivalently, F = −π/2. At this point in the lunar orbit, êp1 is aligned
with êc1 , and the applied torque as seen in the mantle frame is directed towards −êp2 ,
or in the negative imaginary direction of the complex plane. With this choice, the complex amplitude of the torque φ̃ defined in Equation (10a) is purely real and positive. In
the absence of dissipation, the response of the Moon is perfectly in phase with the applied torque: the complex amplitudes of all rotational variables (p̃, m̃, etc.) are then also
purely real and they all lie on the Cassini plane. When dissipation is present, at the same
point in the lunar orbit, the different rotational vectors no longer lie exactly on the Cassini
plane. That is, their complex amplitudes have both a real and an imaginary component.
The real part represents the response that is in-phase with the applied torque, and the
imaginary part the out-of-phase response. The latter is indicative of dissipation.
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The half-period modulation of the gravitational torque by Earth over one orbit and
the eccentricity of the orbit lead to small latitudinal and longitudinal librations of the
Moon in space. Likewise, modulations of the gravitational torque by the Sun and other
planets also induce librations. These are neglected in our study, as we focus on the Cassini
state equilibrium.
2.3 Moment of inertia tensor perturbations
The perturbations in the moment of inertia tensors c̃, c̃f , and c̃s can be split into
two components: an external component from the gravitational potential imposed by Earth
(denoted with a superscript e); and an internal component (superscript i) from the changes
in the centrifugal potential and interior mass distribution of the Moon,
c̃ = c̃ e + c̃ i ,

c̃f = c̃fe + c̃fi ,

c̃s = c̃se + c̃si .

(13)

Each of these can be expressed as a linear combination of the rotation variables and
a set of compliances. Following the notation introduced by Buffett et al. [1993], we denote these compliances by Sij . The perturbations in the moment of inertia tensors from
internal contributions are defined as


c̃ i = Ā S11 m̃ + S12 m̃f + S13 (m̃s − φ̃si ) ,

c̃fi = Āf S21 m̃ + S22 m̃f + S23 (m̃s − φ̃si ) ,

c̃si = Ās S31 m̃ + S32 m̃f + S33 (m̃s − φ̃si ) ,

(14a)
(14b)
(14c)

where φ̃si = φ̃cs +φ̃gs is the sum of the centrifugal potential (φ̃cs ) at the ICB and the gravitational potential from the rest of the Moon (φ̃gs ) acting on a tilted inner core. The latter two can be written as
φ̃cs = −α1 ñs ,

φ̃gs = α3 αg ñs ,

(15)

where the coefficient αg captures the strength of the gravitational coupling between a
tilted inner core and the rest of the Moon [Mathews et al., 1991]. For uniform density
layers, with no density contrast at the boundary between the mantle and the LVZ, it is
given by
8πG
[ρc (r − m ) + ρm (m − f ) + ρf f ] ,
5Ω2o
where G is the gravitational constant. Defining the parameter α2 as
αg =

(16)

α2 = α1 − α3 αg ,

(17)

φ̃si = −(α1 − α3 αg )ñs = −α2 ñs .

(18)

we can write

In the absence of dissipation, the time-dependent perturbation in the moment of
inertia tensor resulting from the external gravitational potential from Earth (mass ME )
is given by [e.g. Williams et al., 2001, Equation 7]
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ME R 5 
δij 
u
u
−
,
(19)
i
j
r3
3
where k2 is the degree 2 tidal Love number, r is the distance to Earth and ui are the components of the unit vector of Earth’s position as seen in the mantle frame. The torque
by the Earth on the Moon associated with the Cassini state is described in the next section, but averaged over one p
orbit, it is equivalent to that produced by a mass ME /2 located at a distance r = aL 1 − e2L , where aL and eL are the semi-major orbital axis
and orbit eccentricity of the Moon, and with a periodic time-dependent position given
by
cije (t) = −k2



u = cos(I + θp ) cos(ωΩo t)êp1 + sin(ωΩo t)êp2 + sin(I + θp )êp3 .

(20)

The periodic tidal potential associated with the Cassini
p state results from the same
equivalent mass. Replacing ME by ME /2, setting r = aL 1 − e2L , and using Equation
(20) in Equation (19), the periodic tidal perturbation in the moment of inertia can be
written in the form of Equation (12a), with an amplitude c̃ e at frequency ωΩo given by,
c̃ e = −

k 2 ME R 5
3
2aL (1 − e2L )3/2

cos(I + θp ) sin(I + θp ) .

(21)

The Love number k2 is connected to the real part of the compliance S11 by
3GĀ
· Re[S11 ] ,
(22)
R5 Ω2o
and under the assumption of a small angle θp and substituting θp ≈ p̃, and using Equation (A26a) of DW16, we can express c̃ e as
k2 =



c̃ e = −Ā · Re[S11 ] Φ1 + Φ2 p̃ ,

(23)

where the factors Φ1 and Φ2 are given by

Φ1 =

3 Mn2 cos(I) sin(I)
,
2 Ω2o (1 − e2L )3/2


3 Mn2 cos2 (I) − sin2 (I)
Φ2 =
,
2 Ω2o
(1 − e2L )3/2

(24a)
(24b)

with M = ME /(M +ME ), where M is the mass of the Moon, and where n is the mean
motion of the Moon
n2 =

G(ME + M )
.
a3L

(25)

Because of synchronous rotation, we set n = Ωo , although we keep them separate in
our theoretical development. Note that the square power on eL was missing in the definitions of Φ1 and Φ2 in Eqs. (A29) of DW16, a typo which we have corrected here. Note
also that the factor M in Φ1 and Φ2 was omitted in DW16 but introduced in SD18; it
is a small correction, but is a better representation of the amplitude of the gravitational
potential.
Equation (23) describes the elastic deformation of the whole Moon in response to
the tidal potential from Earth. For viscoelastic deformation, c̃ e involves not only the real
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part of S11 but also its imaginary part. The expressions for c̃fe and c̃se are similar to that
of Equation (23), except that they involve Āf and Ās and the compliances S21 and S31 ,
respectively. The perturbations in the moment of inertia tensors from external contributions are then
e
c̃ e = −ĀS11 φ̃m
,

e
c̃fe = −Āf S21 φ̃m
,

e
c̃se = −Ās S31 φ̃m
,

(26)

e
where φ̃m
is the complex amplitude of the tidal potential from Earth acting on the whole
Moon,

e
φ̃m
= Φ1 + Φ2 p̃ .

(27)

The three sets of compliances (S11 , S12 , S13 ), (S21 , S22 , S23 ) and (S31 , S32 , S33 )
describe the degree 2 deformation of the whole Moon, the fluid core, and the inner core
respectively [Mathews et al., 1991; Buffett et al., 1993]. For a purely elastic deformation
the compliances are real. For a viscoelastic deformation they are complex, with their imaginary part reflecting the out-of-phase response of the different regions of the Moon. The
complex compliance S11 = Re[S11 ] + iIm[S11 ] captures the viscoelastic deformation
of the whole Moon in response to tidal or centrifugal forcing, and is connected to k2 by
Equation (22) and to the quality factor Q by

Q=

Re[S11 ]
.
Im[S11 ]

(28)

An additional deformation parameter, ñ , was introduced in Dumberry [2009] to
capture the change in the gravitational coupling parameter αg arising as a consequence
of deformation in the fluid core and solid mantle. ñ involves a fourth set of compliances
(S41 , S42 , S43 ) and is defined as
e
ñ = S41 (m̃ − φ̃m
) + S42 m̃f + S43 (m̃s − φ̃si ) .

(29)

2.4 The gravitational torque from Earth
The gravitational torque applied to the figure of the Moon by the Earth (Γe ) can
be computed from [e.g. Williams et al., 2001, Equation 2],

GME 
u
×
(I
·
u)
.
(30)
r3
The torque torque on the inner core (Γes ) is computed similarly, except it involves the
moment of inertia tensor Is and the density contrast factor α3 . For the Cassini state
of interest here, we must take the mean torque averaged over one orbital period. Adopting our complex notation, we denote the complex amplitudes, at frequency ωΩo , of the
external torque acting on the whole Moon and on the inner core as Γ̃e and Γ̃es , respectively. We take into account the triaxial figures of the whole Moon and inner core in the
derivation of these torques, which involves the moment of inertia ratios β and βs defined
as
Γe = −3

β=

C −A
C −A
≈
,
B
Ā

βs =
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Cs − As
C s − As
≈
.
Bs
Ās

(31)
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An expression for the torque amplitude Γ̃e is presented in DW16 under the assumption of a rigid mantle and inner core,
2
2
Γ̃(r)
e = −iΩo Āβ (Φ1 + Φ2 p̃) − iΩo Ās βs α3 Φ2 ñs ,

(32)

where Φ1 and Φ2 are given in Equations (24). It is straightforward to show that, in the
absence of an inner core, this rigid torque is equivalent
to that obtained by Equation (30),
p
due to a mass ME → ME /2 at distance r = aL 1 − e2L moving with position u as
given by Equation (20) and acting on an equivalent axisymmetric Moon figure with an
equatorial moment of inertia equal to A. Note that the form of the contribution of the
(r)
inner core to Γ̃e is slightly different from the one used in DW16, where βs was approximated as es .
(r)

We must modify Γ̃e in Equation (32) to take into account the perturbations in
the moment of inertia tensors caused by viscoelastic deformation. In the expression of
(r)
Γ̃e , the part Āβ p̃ captures the amplitude and orientation of the instantaneous non-spherical
part of the Moon’s moment of inertia on which the tidal potential from Earth acts. Viscoelastic deformation of the whole Moon from internal origin c̃ i contribute an additional
part, and can be taken into account by replacing Āβ p̃ with (Āβ p̃ + c̃ i ).
The last term on the right-hand side of Equation (32) represents the gravitational
torque by Earth on the misaligned figure of the inner core. For a rigid inner core, the
non-spherical part of its figure which determines the amplitude of the torque is captured
by As βs ñs . Taking into account deformation from internal origin, we must add to this
the off-diagonal elements of the moment of inertia tensor captured by c̃si [Dumberry, 2009].
As above, this is done by substituting As βs ñs with (As βs ñs + c̃si ).
The viscoelastic deformation associated with the external gravitational potential
from Earth further contributes to a change in the torque. For a planetary body in synchronous rotation, and in the limit of small misalignment angles, Baland et al. [2016] and
Coyette et al. [2016] have shown that the moment of inertia difference (C−A) involved
in the torque is modified by elastic deformation to (C − A) − k2 qr M R2 , where qr =
(ME /M )·(R/aL )3 . Let us denote β 0 the modified β factor that participates in the torque.
Using Equations (22) and (25), β 0 is then equal to

β0 = β − 3

n2
M · Re[S11 ] .
Ω2o

(33)

Elastic deformations of the inner core lead to a similar modification of the moment of
inertia difference (Cs −As ). By analogy with the whole Moon, we denote βs0 the modified βs factor caused by the external potential,
βs0 = βs − 3

n2
M · Re[S31 ] .
Ω2o

(34)

The torque on the whole Moon, taking into account elastic deformation, is then

h
i
e
Γ̃e = −iΩ2o Āβ 0 φ̃m
+ Ās βs0 φ̃se + Φ2 (c̃ i + α3 c̃si )
 





n2
n2
e
= −iΩ2o Ā β − 3 2 M · Re[S11 ] φ̃m
+ Ās βs − 3 2 M · Re[S31 ] φ̃se + Φ2 c̃ i + α3 c̃si ,
Ωo
Ωo
(35)
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e
where φ̃m
is given by Equation (27) and φ̃se is defined by

φ̃se = α3 Φ2 ñs .

(36)

When dissipation is present the tidal deformation is no longer in phase with the
imposed gravitational potential. In our system, this involves the imaginary part of the
compliances S11 and S31 . This gives rise to a tidal torque, but we consider this torque
separately in the next section.
The gravitational torque on a rigid inner core by the Earth, expressed by Eqs. A34A35 of DW16, is

2
Γ̃(r)
es = −iΩo Ās α3 βs (Φ1 + Φ2 p̃ + Φ2 ñs ) ,


e
= −iΩ2o Ās βs α3 φ̃m
+ φ̃se .

(37)

To take into account viscoelastic deformation of the inner core from internal potentials,
we proceed as above and replace As βs ñs with (As βs ñs + c̃si ) in Equation (37). Under
the influence of the external potential, elastic deformation leads to a modification of βs
to βs0 . The gravitational torque on a viscoelastic inner core by the Earth is then

h


i
e
Γ̃es = −iΩ2o Ās βs0 α3 φ̃m
+ φ̃se + α3 Φ2 c̃si ,
 



n2
e
= −iΩ2o Ās βs − 3 2 M · Re[S31 ] α3 φ̃m
+ φ̃se + α3 Φ2 c̃si .
Ωo

(38)

2.5 The torque from tidal dissipation
Dissipation results in a time delay ∆t between the imposed gravitational potential from Earth and the tidal resonse of the Moon. The amplitude of the time delay depends on the frequency (the mean motion n for the Cassini state) and the energy lost
through dissipation within the Moon, captured by the quality factor Q, and can be modelled as ∆t = 1/(nQ). Because of the misalignment between the tidal maximum and
the imposed potential, an additional torque acts on the Moon which we refer to as the
tidal torque, and is labelled as Γt in Equation (3a). A similar tidal torque acts on the
inner core (Γts ).
One component of the tidal torque is in the opposite direction of the rotation vector Ω; this is the component that has led to tidal locking of the Moon by Earth. The
tidal torque also has a component in the direction of the normal to the orbital plane (êI3 ).
This is the component of the tidal torque which induces a phase lead angle φp .
Derivations of the torque associated with tidal dissipation for a planetary body in
a 1:1 spin orbit resonance, as appropriate for the Moon, can be found in many studies.
Averaged over one orbit, the component of this torque along êI3 is given by [e.g. Levrard
et al., 2007, Equations 1-2]

Γt = 3

k2 GME2 R5
Q
a6L



f2 (eL )
f1 (eL ) −
Ω · êI3 êI3 ,
2n

where the functions of the eccentricities f1 (eL ) and f2 (eL ) are given by
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15 2
2 eL

4
+ 45
8 eL
,
(1 − e2L )6
1 + 3e2L + 83 e4L
f2 (eL ) =
.
(1 − e2L )9/2

f1 (eL ) =

1+

(40a)
(40b)

Written in terms of the complex compliance S11 introduced in section 2.3, and using
the definition of the mean motion n, Equation (39) becomes

Γt = 9 · Im[S11 ] · ĀM2

n4
Ω2o


f1 (e) −


f2 (e)
Ω · êI3 êI3 .
2n

(41)

We now project this torque onto the equatorial components of our Moon-attached
êp -frame. Viewed from the êp -frame, the orientation of êI3 is rotating at frequency ωΩo .
In our complex plane notation, the mean tidal torque is then periodic and proportional
to exp[iωΩo t]. At t = 0, êI3 points toward −êp1 , in other words, in the negative real direction of the complex plane. The angle between êI3 and êp3 is (I + θp ), so the projection of the tidal torque onto the complex plane is
Γ̃t = −Ω2o Ā · Im[S11 ] · Φt

(42)

where


n4
f2 (e) Ωo
sin(I
+
θ
)
f
(e)
−
cos(I
+
θ
)
,
p
1
p
Ω4o
2 n
 θp , we have used the following approximation

Φt = 9M2
and where, since θm

Ω · êI3 = Ωo cos(I + θp + θm ) ≈ Ωo cos(I + θp ) .

(43)

(44)

For the small tilt angles approximation, θp ≈ p̃  1, we can write the tidal torque as
Γ̃t = −Ω2o Ā · Im[S11 ] · Φt1 + Φt2 p̃



(45)

where



f2 (e) Ωo
n4
cos
I
sin
I
,
f
(e)
sin
I
−
1
Ω4o
2 n


n4
f2 (e) Ωo
Φt2 = 9M2 4 f1 (e) cos I −
(cos2 I − sin2 I) .
Ωo
2 n
Φt1 = 9M2

(46a)
(46b)

We note again that, because of synchronous rotation, we set n = Ωo in our study.
For a Moon with an inner core rotating at an angular velocity Ωs different to that
of the mantle, the tidal dissipation torque on the whole of the Moon in Equation (41)
can instead be expressed as

n4
Γt = 9 · Im[S11 ] · ĀM 2
Ωo




f2 (e)
I
f1 (e) −
Ω · ê3 êI3
2n

n4 f2 (e) 
+ 9 · Im[S31 ] · Ās α3 M2 2
Ω · êI3 − Ωs · êI3 êI3 .
Ωo 2n
2
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Under the small angle approximation, the presence of the inner core modifies the torque
on the whole Moon of Equation (45) to


Γ̃t = −Ω2o Ā · Im[S11 ] · Φt1 + Φt2 p̃ − Ω2o Ās · Im[S31 ] · α3 Φt3 m̃s ,

(48)

with

Φt3 =

9 n3
f2 (e)M2 sin2 I .
2 Ω3o

(49)

The tidal torque acting on the inner core alone can be derived from Equation (41)
and by substituting with the appropriate quantities for the inner core,

Γts = 9 Ās α3 M2

n4
Ω2o


Im[S31 ] · f1 (e) − Im[S33 ] ·


f2 (e)
Ωs · êI3 êI3 .
2n

(50)

Written in our complex notation, and under the small angle approximation, the tidal torque
on the inner core is



Γ̃ts = −Ω2o Ās α3 Im[S31 ] · Φt1 + Φt2 p̃ + Im[S33 ] · Φt3 m̃s .

(51)

2.6 Internal torques
The torques on the inner core (Γicb ) and on the fluid core (Γcmb ) are caused by
viscous tractions acting on the inner core and on the mantle side of the CMB, respectively. We follow previous authors [e.g. Mathews and Guo, 2005] and use a parameterization for these torques involving a product of dimensionless complex coupling constants
Kicb and Kcmb and the differential angular velocities at each boundary. Using our complex notation, these torques are written as

Γ̃icb = iΩ2o Ās Kicb (m̃f − m̃s ) ,

(52a)

Γ̃cmb = iΩ2o Āf Kcmb m̃f .

(52b)

Expressions for Kicb and Kcmb are given by Mathews and Guo [2005], but these
are based on the assumption that the flow remains laminar. Because of the large differential velocity between the mantle and fluid core of the Moon, the flow close to the CMB
is most likely turbulent [Toomre, 1966; Yoder , 1981; Williams et al., 2001; Cébron et al.,
2019]. Likewise, flow near the ICB is also likely turbulent given the expected large misalignment between the rotation vectors of the fluid and solid cores (DW16, SD18). An
estimate of the magnitude of this turbulent viscous coupling is inferred from LLR observations, through a dissipation parameter K, and reported in terms of the ratio K/C,
where C is the polar moment of inertia of the Moon [Williams et al., 2001; Williams and
Boggs, 2015]. This inference is based on a lunar model that does not have an inner core,
in which case Kicb = 0, and Kcmb is connected to K/C by


K
Im[Kcmb ] = −
C
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Ωo


.

(52c)
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The expression for the pressure torque and the gravitational torque from the rest
of the Moon acting on the inner core (Γs ) presented in DW16 neglects viscoelastic deformation. A derivation of this torque which includes the effects of deformation is presented in Dumberry [2009], and is given by

Γ̃s =

iΩ2o Ās




c̃s
− es α1 (m̃ + m̃f ) + es α2 ñs + α2
+ es α3 αg ñ .
Ās

(53)

2.7 The linear system of equations
Since each of the rotational variables are proportional to exp[iωΩo t], their timederivatives can be replaced by iωΩo . A solution of the system of Equations (3) can be
obtained in the frequency domain at the specific forcing frequency ω = −1 − δω associated with the Cassini state. Under the assumption that the dynamical ellipticities e,
ef , es are all much smaller than unity, and similarly for all of the compliances, the lefthand side of each of the five equations of our rotational model can be linearized in terms
of the rotational variables. The system of Equations (3) can be written as

"

#

Āf
Ās
Ās
c̃
1 
(ω − e)m̃ + (1 + ω)
m̃f +
m̃s + α3 es ñs +
= 2
Γ̃e + Γ̃t ,
iΩo Ā
Ā
Ā
Ā
Ā

ω m̃ + (1 + ω + ef ) m̃f − ωα1 es

"


c̃f
1 
Ās
ñs + ω
= 2
− Γ̃cmb − Γ̃icb ,
Āf
Āf
iΩo Āf

c̃s
(ω − es )m̃ + (1 + ω) m̃s + es ñs +
Ās

#
=

1
iΩ2o Ās




Γ̃es + Γ̃ts + Γ̃s + Γ̃icb ,

(54a)

(54b)

(54c)

m̃s + ωñs = 0 ,

(54d)

m̃ + (1 + ω)p̃ = 0 .

(54e)

Substituting the expressions for each of the torques on the right-hand sides defined
in Equations (35), (38), (48), (51), (52a), (52b) and (53), and using the definition of the
compliances in section 2.3, Equations (54) can be written as a linear system with solution vector x = [m̃, m̃f , m̃s , ñs , p̃]T as follows,
M · x = y,

(55)

where the forcing vector y and the elements of the 5-by-5 matrix M are given in Appendix
A. Note that the ordering of the vector x is different than that in DW16.
In the absence of an inner core, the rotational dynamics is fully described by the
three Equations (3a), (3b) and (3e). The truncated linear system is written as
M0 · x0 = y0 ,
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where x0 = [m̃, m̃f , p̃]T . The elements of y0 and M0 are given in Appendix A.
The last equation in each of these two linear systems is the kinematic relation of
Equation (3e) which, under the small angle approximation, gives a simple relationship
between p̃ and m̃ (DW16),
m̃
m̃
=
.
(57)
1+ω
δω
Since the Poincaré number, δω, is much smaller than unity, |p̃|  |m̃|. In other words,
although we take into account the offset between the rotation vector and the figure axis
of the mantle, this offset is much smaller than the tilt angle of the mantle figure axis of
1.543◦ with respect to the ecliptic. Indeed, in describing the Cassini state of the Moon,
it is often the rotation axis of the Moon which is referred to as being tilted by 1.543◦ ,
with the underlying assumption that the rotation and figure axes are perfectly aligned.
Likewise, the departure from an exact Cassini state is often described in terms of the phase
lead angle of 0.27 arcsec of the rotation vector of the Moon. But to be precise, LLR observations track the motion of the solid mantle, and thus the offset of its figure axis. Hence,
in our system, the observed phase lead angle φp is connected to the imaginary part of
p̃. Because the Cassini plane rotates in a retrograde sense, at t = 0 a phase lead corresponds to a negative imaginary component. Hence, under the approximation of small
angles, φp = −Im[p̃].
p̃ = −

2.8 Computation of the compliances
The method for computing the compliances Sij is presented in detail in many places
[e.g. Alterman et al., 1959; Dehant and Mathews, 2015] and will not be repeated here.
We follow closely the approach presented in Dumberry and Bloxham [2004] and Dumberry [2008]. The method consists of integrating a system of six coupled ordinary differential equations in radius from a small radius near the centre to the lunar surface. Two
of the six computed variables are the vertical and lateral displacements at every point
inside the planet. These displacements are then used to compute the perturbations in
the moments of inertia, from which the compliances Sij are finally calculated.
Each of the four solid regions in our model (crust, mantle, LVZ and inner core) are
assumed to have the viscoelastic rheology of a Maxwell solid. That is, we assume that
the Lamé parameter λ and the shear modulus µ are frequency dependent and we use a
constitutive relation
T = λ(ω 0 )I(∇ · u) + µ(ω 0 )(∇u + (∇u)T ),

(58)

where T is the incremental Lagrangian-Cauchy stress tensor and the vector u = u(r)
describes the displacement of material particles specified by the position vector r. The
frequency-dependent λ(ω 0 ) and µ(ω 0 ) are specified by [e.g. Wu and Peltier , 1982; Koot
and Dumberry, 2011]

λ(ω 0 ) =

(iω 0 λo + κη µo )

µ(ω 0 ) =

(iω 0 + η1 µo )

,

iω 0 µo
,
(iω 0 + η1 µo )

where ω 0 = ωΩo , η is the viscosity, κ is the bulk modulus
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Moon Parameter

Numerical value

rotation rate, Ωo = n
orbit precession rate, Ωp
Poincaré number, δω = Ωp /Ωo
mean planetary radius, R
mass, M
mean density, ρ̄
moment of inertia of solid Moon, Ism
J2
C22
polar surface flattening, r
equatorial surface flattening, ξr

2.6617 × 10−6 s−1
2π/18.6 yr−1
4.022 × 10−3
1737.151 km
7.3463 × 1022 kg
3345.56 kg m−3
0.393112 · M R2
2.03504 × 10−4
2.24482 × 10−5
1.2899 × 10−3
2.4346 × 10−4

Table 1.

Reference parameters for the Moon. The values of R, M , ρ̄, Ism , J2 and C22 are

taken from Williams et al. [2014]. The values for the unnormalized potential coefficients J2 and
C22 include the permanent tide from synchronous rotation around Earth, and are obtained after
multiplying the values reported in Williams et al. [2014] by a factor 1.000978 to take into account
our definition of the mean radius as R

=

1737.151 km instead of 1738 km used in the GRAIL-

derived gravity field. r and ξr are taken from Araki et al. [2009] and converted to our choice of
normalization.

2
(59c)
κ = λo + µo ,
3
and λo and µo are the Lamé parameter and shear modulus in the elastic limit. This enables us to calculate the viscoelastic response of the Moon to a forcing applied with a
frequency ω 0 . We assume the viscosity to be uniform within a solid region. With such
a rheology, λ(ω 0 ) and µ(ω 0 ) have both a real and complex part. Hence, the computed
compliances Sij are also complex.
Modelling the lunar mantle as a Maxwell solid is not fully compatible with the frequency dependence of the tidal dissipation which is inferred by LLR; indeed more sophisticated rheologies have been proposed [e.g. Williams et al., 2001, 2014; Williams and
Boggs, 2015]. However, here we are focused on the dissipation occurring at a single frequency – that associated with the Cassini state. Our use of a Maxwell solid model is not
intended to capture the true rheology of the LVZ and the mantle above. Rather, this choice
is motivated by its simplicity. Likewise, our use of a Maxwell rheology for the inner core
is motivated by its simplicity. Our primary goal is to show that it is possible to capture
tidal dissipation in the solid part of the Moon in our rotational model and to investigate
whether deformation within the inner core may contribute to the observed dissipation.
More sophisticated rheologies for the mantle layers and the inner core can be incorporated in future studies.

3 Interior Moon models
Each model of the interior density structure of the Moon is constrained by: the lunar mass M = (4π/3)ρ̄R3 , where ρ̄ = 3345.56 kg m−3 is the mean density and R =
1737.151 km is the mean radius; and by the moment of inertia of the solid Moon Ism =
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0.393112M R2 [Williams et al., 2014], comprised here of the LVZ, mantle and crust. The
two following constraints must be satisfied,





3
3
ρ̄R3 = ρs rs3 + ρf rf3 − rs3 + ρl rl3 − rf3 + ρm rm
− rl3 + ρc R3 − rm
,




8π 
5
5
ρl rl5 − rf5 + ρm rm
− rl5 + ρc R5 − rm
Ism =
.
15

(60a)
(60b)

For all interior models in our study we use a fixed crustal layer with a thickness
of 38.5 km and a density of 2550 kg m−3 [Wieczorek et al., 2013]. When present, the inner core density is fixed at 7700 kg m−3 [Matsuyama et al., 2016]. The outer radius of
the LVZ is fixed at rl = 550 km; this is consistent with the results of Matsumoto et al.
[2015] and Harada et al. [2016]. We further assume no density contrast between the mantle and the LVZ (i.e. ρl = ρm ). The radii of the fluid core and inner core are varied over
a range of acceptable values, and for each set of rf and rs , the density of the mantle (and
LVZ) is set by Equation (60b) and the density of the fluid core is then determined by
Equation (60a).
Once the radial density structure is specified, we determine the polar and equatorial flattenings at each boundary. These are constrained by the degree 2 gravitational
potential coefficients J2 and C22 and the observed surface flattenings r and ξr . We assume that the ICB and CMB are both at hydrostatic equilibrium with the imposed gravitational potential from the LVZ, mantle and crust. With the assumption of ρl = ρm ,
the flattenings at the LVZ-mantle boundary (l and ξl ) do not contribute to the gravitational potential and the procedure to determine the polar and equatorial flattenings
at the ICB, CMB and crust-mantle boundary is equivalent as that detailed in section
3.1 of SD18. With the complete triaxial shape of the Moon specified, we can then compute the dynamical ellipticities es , ef and e, as well as the moment of inertia ratios βs
and β. The numerical values of the parameters used to specify our Moon models are listed
in Table 1.
The third and last step is to compute the set of compliances for each interior model.
To do so, we must first specify the Lamé parameters in the elastic limit (λo and µo ) within
each region. These are related to the density (ρ) and the compressional (Vp ) and shear
(Vs ) seismic wave velocities by
µo = ρVs2

λo = ρVp2 − 2µo .

(61)

In the fluid core, where Vs = 0, µo = 0. We assume Vs and Vp are uniform within each
layer and their values are specified in Table 2; they are broadly consistent with the lunar seismic velocity profiles derived from the Apollo Passive Seismic Experiment (APSE)
[e.g. Garcia et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2015]. The frequency dependent Lamé parameters are then computed according to Equation (59), and depend
on the choice of viscosity adopted for each solid region. We present results for a range
of viscosities for the LVZ and inner core. However, to keep our results tractable and to
keep the focus on the effects of lower mantle and inner core deformation, we set the viscosities of both the mantle and crust to a fixed value of 1×1020 Pa s. This is broadly
consistent with published estimates based on the observed topography, history of lunar
volcanism and thermal and chemical evolution [e.g. Hess and Parmentier , 1995; Zhong
and Zuber , 2000].
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Seismic parameter

Crust

Mantle

LVZ

Fluid core

Inner core

Vp (m s−1 )
Vs (m s−1 )
ρ (kg m−3 )

4000
2000
2550

8000
4500
calculated

7500
3500
calculated

4000
0
calculated

4200
2200
7700

Table 2.

Seismological parameters used in our calculations. Vp and Vs are, respectively, the

compressional and shear seismic velocities. The density (ρ) for the mantle, LVZ and fluid core are
model dependent; they depend on the choice of CMB and ICB radii and constrained to match
Ism and ρ̄ as determined by Equation 60.

4 Results I: Tidal deformation and viscous friction at the CMB in the
absence of an inner core
We first present results based on a set of interior models that do not have an inner core. This is to ensure that our rotational model is consistent with previously published models of lunar dissipation. More specifically, that our model recovers the observed
phase lead of φp = 0.27 arcsec ahead of the Cassini plane when the relative contributions from tidal dissipation and viscous friction at the CMB estimated in previous studies are used as inputs. A secondary objective is to better illuminate how each of these
two contributions affects φp .
4.1 Viscoelastic deformation of the Moon
We begin by investigating how the viscosity of the LVZ influences the viscoelastic deformation of the whole Moon. We do so over a range of plausible fluid core radii,
spanning between 340 km to 420 km [consistent with previous estimates, e.g. Weber et al.,
2011; Garcia et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2015; Matsuyama et al., 2016], and LVZ viscosities (ηlvz ) from 1014 to 1018 Pa s. Note that for a core radius smaller than ∼305 km,
the fluid core density in our model exceeds that of solid iron in the face-centered cubic
phase (7700 kg·m−3 ) [Tsujino et al., 2013]; this sets a lower bound for our choice of CMB
radius.
For each combination of ηlvz and rf we compute the four compliances (S11 , S12 ,
S21 , S22 ) that enter the truncated rotational model of Equation (56). To be specific, these
are computed at a frequency of ωΩo = −2π/27.212 day−1 , which we refer to as the monthly
frequency. We focus on S11 , which describes the global deformation resulting from changes
in both the tidal and centrifugal potentials. Figures 3a,b show the compliance S11 as a
function of ηlvz for different choices of fluid core radius. The behaviour of S11 is characteristic of a Maxwell rheology. The LVZ behaves as a fluid and as an elastic solid for,
respectively, low and high values of ηlvz . The imaginary part of S11 approaches zero in
both the fluid (ηlvz → 0) and elastic (ηlvz → ∞) limits. The transition from fluid to
elastic is centred around a LVZ viscosity of approximately 1016 Pa s, which marks the
point where the imaginary part of S11 is maximum. The upper bound of the real part
of S11 at low ηlvz is set by the fact that both the mantle and crust, with their relatively
large viscosities, remain in the elastic limit.
Figures 3c,d show how k2 and the monthly-Q, linked to S11 by Equation (28), vary
as a function of ηlvz and rf . The behaviour of k2 tracks that of the real component of
S11 . The changes in Q as a function of ηlvz mostly reflect the changes in the imaginary
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a) Real and b) Imaginary parts of the compliance S11 , c) k2 and d) Q as a func-

tion of LVZ viscosity for different choices of CMB radius. The grey shaded area shows the range
of the estimated values of k2 = 0.02422 ± 0.00022 and Q = 38 ± 4 of the Moon. In all cases shown,
the LVZ outer radius is 550 km and there is no inner core.
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part of S11 . Energy dissipation is maximized when the value of Q is at its lowest. This
occurs when Im[S11 ] is largest and when the LVZ viscosity is approximately 1016 Pa s.
Estimates of k2 for the Moon can be inferred from LLR observations [Williams et al.,
2001] or more directly measured using tracking data from satellites in lunar orbit [Goossens
and Matsumoto, 2008]. The latest estimate of k2 is based on data from the GRAIL satellite mission and is 0.02422 ± 0.00022 (when using a mean Moon radius R = 1737.151
km) [Williams et al., 2014]. Estimates of Q have been obtained from measurements of
the time delay between tidal forcing and the lunar response based on LLR observations
[Williams et al., 2001]. The most recent estimate of Q at a monthly period is 38±4 [Williams
and Boggs, 2015]. Figures 3c,d show that for a LVZ viscosity in the range of 2 − 4 ×
1016 Pa s, both the observed k2 and Q can be matched. This is consistent with the findings of Harada et al. [2014, 2016].
4.2 The Phase Lead of the Cassini State
For each combination of ηlvz and rf , we now solve the truncated rotational model
of Equation (56). For the estimate of viscous friction at the CMB, we set Re[Kcmb ] =
0 and use Im[Kcmb ] as given by Equation (52c) with the latest estimate of (K/C) equal
to 1.41 ± 0.34 × 10−8 days−1 , as inferred from LLR [Williams and Boggs, 2015]. With
this choice, and in the absence of tidal deformation (Sij → 0), viscous coupling at the
CMB by itself results in a phase lead of the symmetry axis of the mantle with respect
to the Cassini plane of approximately φp = 0.123 arcsec (∼ 46% of the observed 0.27
arcsec). This is largely insensitive to the viscosity of the LVZ or the CMB radius. (This
is perhaps counter intuitive given that Kcmb depends on Āf in Equation (52c). But recall that for each choice of core radius, the densities of the fluid core and mantle/LVZ
are adjusted to match ρ̄ and Ism . Thus Āf changes little between different choices of rf ).
Tidal deformation must account for the remaining 0.147 arcsec (∼ 54%) to match the
observed phase lead of 0.27 arcsec.
Figure 4 shows how φp varies as a function of ηlvz and rf . φp is largest when tidal
dissipation within the lunar mantle is largest, so it tracks the imaginary part of S11 . The
maximum energy dissipation, and thus the largest phase lead, occurs for a range of LVZ
viscosities centred around approximately 1016 Pa s. For LVZ viscosities of approximately
3−4×1016 Pa s, the combination of tidal dissipation and viscous friction at the CMB
can match the observed phase lead of 0.27 arcsec.
Harada et al. [2016] have shown that a LVZ layer with an outer radius of 550 km
and the rheology of a Maxwell solid with a viscosity of approximately 3×1016 Pa s can
explain the monthly value of Q = 38±4. Since this Q value is itself inferred from LLR
observations in order to fit φp , it should then come as no surprise that, as we show in
Figure 4, our rotational model should retrieve the observed φp with a LVZ layer of similar characteristics. Nevertheless, that we can retrieve this result serves as a good test
of the consistency of our rotational model. It shows that it captures the essential dissipation ingredients of the Cassini state.
Because we focus on the Cassini state, our rotational model is simpler than the ones
used in LLR studies. This allows us to characterized more straightforwardly the relative importance of viscous friction at the CMB and tidal dissipation to φp , and how these
may vary as a function of lunar model. A prediction for φp can be constructed from the
truncated rotational model of Equation (56). To a very good approximation, the curves
shown in Figure 4 are determined by
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φp =

1
δω − βΦ2



2

 Āf
δω
t
t
Im[S11 ] Φ1 + Φ2 Re[p̃] −
Im[Kcmb ] Re[p̃] .
Ā ef − δω

(62)

The first and second terms in the square bracket on the right-hand side represent the
contributions from tidal dissipation and viscous friction at the CMB, respectively. It is
useful to rewrite this expression in terms of k2 /Q and K/C, as these are the parameters that are reported in LLR studies [Williams et al., 2001, 2014; Williams and Boggs,
2015],
  5 2 t  
2

1
k2 R Ωo Φ
K
δω
sin(θp )
φp =
+
,
(63)
δω − βΦ2
Q
C
ef − δω
Ωo
3GĀ
where Φt is given by Equation (43). To our knowledge, such a direct expression connecting φp with k2 /Q and K/C has not been presented before.


We can readily verify that the prediction of Equation (63) is correct. Using I =
5.145◦ and θp = 1.543◦ , then independent of the choice of interior model, Φ2 = 1.4646
and Φt = 0.5523. β and ef depend on the interior model; for a lunar core of radius rf =
380 km, and with our choice of crustal density and thickness, β = 6.314 × 10−4 and
ef = 2.153×10−4 . Using the latest estimates of k2 /Q = (6.4±1.5)×10−4 and K/C =
(1.41±0.34)×10−8 day−1 [Williams and Boggs, 2015], the tidal dissipation and CMB
friction estimated from Equation (63) contribute respectively (0.151±0.035) and (0.123±
0.030) arcsec to the lead angle φp . Adding the central value for each of these contribution gives φp = 0.274 arcsec, in general agreement with LLR observations.
Note that in our linear rotational model, only the perturbations at a monthly period affect the resulting φp . In reality, perturbations at other frequencies can interact
together non-linearly to yield a contribution to φp at a monthly period. These non-linear
interactions are taken into account in LLR studies, and small difference are expected with
our prediction of φp .
The appeal of Equation (63) is that one can test whether a specific combination
of k2 /Q and K/C is consistent with φp = 0.27 arcsec without having to perform an analysis of LLR observations. Obviously, φp itself must be determined by LLR. Likewise, the
relative contributions of tidal dissipation and CMB friction can only be recovered by LLR
observations of the lunar librations at different frequencies. But if a theoretical model
of k2 /Q is proposed, the required amplitude of K/C can be inferred from Equation (63),
and vice-versa.

5 Results II: Viscoelastic relaxation within the inner core
We now investigate the role of the inner core in the dissipation associated with the
Cassini state of the Moon. If a solid inner core is present at the centre of the Moon, its
rotation vector is expected to be misaligned relative to both the mantle and fluid core
rotation vectors (DW16, SD18). Viscous friction from the differential velocity at the ICB
adds a new source of dissipation. The ratio of the ICB to CMB friction torque is
Kicb
Γ̃icb
=
K
Γ̃cmb
cmb



rs
rf

5

m̃s − m̃f
.
m̃f

Although for an inner core with a radius half of that of the outer core the factor
(rs /rf )5 equals 1/32, the viscous torque at the ICB may nevertheless contribute non-
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as a function of LVZ viscosity for different choices of CMB radius. The LVZ outer radius is 550
km and there is no inner core.

negligibly if the tilt of the rotation vector of the inner core is much larger than that of
the fluid core, and hence if k(m̃s − m̃f )/m̃f k > 1. Moreover, for a turbulent friction
model the coupling parameters Kicb and Kcmb are themselves proportional to the differential velocities, and the torque ratio would then involve k(m̃s −m̃f )/m̃f k2 . The tilt
angle of the rotation vector of the inner core is unknown. However, because the free inner core nutation (FICN) frequency of the Moon is close to the frequency of the 18.6 yr
precession, the offset between the inner core and mantle rotation vectors can be large
(DW16, SD18). Hence, it is possible that viscous friction at the ICB contributes significantly to the viscous dissipation inferred by LLR. In this case, LLR would detect an effective friction from the combined effects at both the CMB and the ICB.
Despite the potential importance of friction at the ICB, our focus here is instead
on the role of viscoelastic deformation within the inner core. We consider an end member scenario where friction at both the ICB and CMB contribute negligibly to φp . That
is, we set Kcmb = Kicb = 0 in our rotational model of Equation (55). For all interior
models in this section, the LVZ radius and viscosity are set at 550 km and 3×1016 Pa
s. The viscosities of the mantle and crust remain fixed at 1 × 1020 Pa s.
5.1 Viscoelastic deformation
We investigate first how viscoelastic relaxation within the inner core affects the compliance S11 . We set the CMB radius to 380 km and we build interior models for a range
of inner core radii between 140 and 220 km and inner core viscosities (ηs ) between 1012
and 1016 Pa s. Figures 5a,b show how S11 changes as a function of ηs for different rs .
The general behaviour of both the real and imaginary parts of S11 is similar to that produced by viscoelastic deformation within the LVZ shown in Figures 3a,b. Energy dis-
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a) Real and b) imaginary parts of the compliance S11 , and c) real and d) imagi-

nary parts of the compliance S33 as a function of inner core viscosity and for different choices of
inner core radius. In each case, the CMB radius is 380 km, the LVZ outer radius is 550 km and
the LVZ viscosity is 3 × 1016 Pa s.

sipation is maximum for ηs ≈ 1 − 2 × 1013 Pa s and, unsurprisingly, is largest for the
model with the largest inner core radius of 220 km. But note how the change in S11 amplitude remains very small compared to its base value. For rs = 220 km, the maximum
changes in Re[S11 ] and Im[S11 ] in Figures 5a,b are approximately 6 × 10−11 and 3 ×
10−11 , respectively. This is more than 200 times smaller than the part of S11 resulting
from deformation within the LVZ.
This demonstrates that, mainly because of its small volume, the global deformation of the Moon is largely insensitive to the presence of an inner core. This result is important because it shows that the presence of an inner core does not contribute significantly, even if its viscosity is small, to the global tidal dissipation estimated through the
parameter k2 /Q. Hence, if viscoelastic deformation within the inner core contributes to
the dissipation associated with the Cassini state of the Moon, it is by taking a share of
the part which is currently assumed to be from friction at the CMB; the part associated
with the term K/C in Equation (63).
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How the inner core deforms in response to a forcing that is applied solely to the
inner core is captured by the compliance S33 . Figures 5c,d show how S33 changes as a
function of ηs and rs . The behaviour of S33 is again characteristic of a Maxwell solid.
The inner core behaves like an elastic solid when ηs > 1015 Pa s and like a fluid when
ηs < 1012 Pa s. Energy dissipation is maximum for ηs ≈ 1013 Pa s.
The inner core viscosity at which the fluid-to-elastic transition occurs (and at which
energy dissipation is maximum) is determined by the characteristic viscous relaxation
time τs of the inner core, often referred to as the Maxwell time. An estimate of τs is given
by Buffett [1997],
χ ηs
,
(65)
(ρs − ρf ) gs rs
where gs is the gravitational acceleration at the ICB and χ is a numerical constant of
order unity. When τs is much longer than the period of the forcing (one month, for the
Cassini state of interest here), the inner core does not have sufficient time to relax viscously in response to the imposed forcing and behaves like an elastic solid. Conversely,
when τs is much shorter than the forcing period, the inner core has time to fully relax
in response to the imposed forcing and behaves essentially like a fluid. Dissipation is maximized when τs is equal to the period of the forcing, and the viscosity of the inner core
which is required for τs given by Equation (65) to be equal to approximately one month
is of the order of 1013 Pa s. Equation (65) also shows that a larger inner core requires
a larger viscosity to yield the same τs , and this explains the shift in ηs at which the maximal value of Im[S33 ] for different rs occurs in Figure 5d.
τs ≈

5.2 The Phase Lead of the Cassini State
We now investigate how viscoelastic deformation within the inner core may contribute to the phase lead angle φp . Since k2 /Q is largely unaffected by the presence of
an inner core, tidal dissipation within the mantle must remain an important contribution to φp . As shown in the previous section, viscoelastic deformation concentrated within
a LVZ layer of outer radius equal to 550 km and a viscosity of 3×1016 Pa s can account
for approximately 0.15 arcsec of the total phase lead. We seek to find the requirements
on inner core size and viscosity so that viscoelastic deformation within the inner core can
explain a portion or the totality of the remaining part of the observed phase lead.
We first show a set of results for a fixed outer core radius of rf = 380 km. For
each combination of ηs and rs , we calculate the full set of compliances and solve the 5by-5 rotational model of Equation (55). Figure 6 shows how φp changes as a function
of ηs for different rs . The larger the inner core is, the greater the contribution to φp is
from inner core relaxation. For an inner core larger than 140 km, the observed φp can
be matched provided ηs is in the range of approximately 3 × 1012 to 1015 Pa s. More
specifically, for each choice of rs > 140 km, two different values of ηs permit a match
of the observed φp , one on each side of the dissipation peak. Figure 6 further shows that
if ηs is such that maximum viscous dissipation occurs within the inner core (in other words,
ηs such that the Maxwell time is close to one month), the phase lead angle can exceed
significantly the observed φp = 0.27 arcsec.
The manner in which the inner core affects φp is not through its delayed response
to the tidal forcing from Earth; this is included in the global compliance S11 , and as we
have shown above, the relative contribution of the inner core is small. Instead, it is by
an exchange of angular momentum between the inner core and the mantle, operating through
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the gravitational torque between their misaligned figures. In the Cassini state, the tilt
angle of the figure axis of the inner core is misaligned with respect to that of the mantle (DW16, SD18). Torques acting on the inner core are responsible for this tilt, and the
largest of these is the gravitational torque due to the mantle. (The total gravitational
torque acting on the inner core also includes a contribution from the fluid core, but the
dominant contribution is from the mantle). A viscoelastic inner core deforms to realign
its figure with the gravitational potential imposed by the mantle, though with a time
delay. Hence, the rotation vector of the inner core acquires a component out of the Cassini
plane; specifically, a positive imaginary component. To conserve angular momentum, the
spin-symmetry axis of the mantle figure acquires a tilt in the reverse direction, a negative imaginary component, contributing to its lead angle φp .
This can be understood on the basis of the angular momentum balance for the whole
Moon expressed by Equation (54a). The largest contribution to the angular momentum
from the inner core is contained in its rotation vector, in the term (1+ω)(Ās /Ā) m̃s =
−δω(Ās /Ā) m̃s . Keeping only the out-of-plane contribution from this term for the angular momentum of the whole core, along with tidal dissipation of the whole Moon, the
prediction for φp is

φp =

1
δω − βΦ2



 Ās
t
t
Im[S11 ] Φ1 + Φ2 Re[p̃] +
δω Im[m̃s ] .
Ā

(66)

This prediction is a very good approximation to the solutions shown in Figure 6, to the
point that on the scale of the figure they are indistinguishable.
Furthermore, if the inner core and mantle interact through gravitational coupling,
we expect a correlation between φp and the tilt angle of the instantaneous figure axis of
the deformed inner core. The latter, which we denote by ñds , involves ñs (the figure axis
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of the undeformed inner core) and c̃s (the off-diagonal elements of the moment of inertia tensor) and is given by [e.g. Dumberry, 2009]

ñds



c̃s
S33 α3 αg
= ñs +
≈ ñs 1 −
,
As e s
es

(67)

where in the approximation on the right-hand side we have assumed that the gravitational potential φ˜gs (Equation 15) dominates all contributions to c̃s . Figure 7 shows how
the real and imaginary parts of ñds vary as a function of ηs and rs . In the elastic limit
(ηs > 1016 Pa s), Im[ñds ] → 0, and the figure axis of the inner core lies in the Cassini
plane. Its tilt angle depends on rs through the way in which the latter influences the FICN
frequency (DW16, SD18). For the case illustrated in Figure 7, a decreasing inner core
radius brings the FICN frequency closer to the forcing frequency (i.e. the precession frequency Ωp ), and a larger inner core tilt results from resonant amplification. In the fluid
limit (ηs < 1012 Pa s), the figure of the deformed inner core is aligned with the mantle. For ηs in the range 1013 -1015 Pa s, at the transition between the fluid and elastic
regimes, the real and imaginary parts of ñds are of similar magnitudes; the figure axis of
the deformed inner core no longer lies in the Cassini plane, but lags behind it significantly
(Im[ñds ] > 0). The ηs values at which the peaks of Im[ñds ] are located (Figure 7) are
correlated with the location of the peaks of φp (Figure 6), further corroborating that it
is through gravitational coupling that viscoelastic inner core deformation contributes to
φp . Note that Im[ñds ] is of the order of a few degrees, much larger than the lead angle
of the mantle that it produces (of the order of a fraction of an arcsec), but this is because of the large contrast in their moments of inertia (Ās  Ā).
The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 pertain to a fluid core radius of rf = 380
km. Figure 8 shows how φp varies as a function of rf and rs for two different choices of
ηs : 1013 and 1014 Pa s. These contour plots further confirm that the larger the inner core
radius is, the larger the phase lead angle φp it can generate. But they also highlight that
inner core size is not the only factor. The choice of rf also influence the resulting φp . This
is because the magnitude of ñds depends on how close the FICN frequency (Ωf icn ) is to
Ωp . A good approximation of Ωf icn , as seen in the inertial frame, is (DW16)
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Ωf icn ≈ Ωo es (−α1 + α3 αg + α3 Φ2 ) .

(68)

The FICN mode is retrograde, but note that we have defined the retrograde direction
to be positive here, the same convention that we used when we defined Ωp , and hence
Ωf icn can be directly compared to Ωp . The term involving αg captures gravitational coupling between the inner core and the rest of the Moon and it is the largest of the three
terms on the right-hand side. This term involves α3 , a measure of the density contrast
at the ICB. Thus the density of the fluid core, which depends on the choice of rf in our
model, directly influences the FICN frequency.
The combinations of rs and rf that yield Ωf icn equal to Ωp = 2π/18.6 yr−1 are
indicated on Figure 8 by a white dashed contour line. The largest φp values are achieved
when the Ωf icn is closest to Ωp . This is because, by resonant amplification, the in-phase
tilt angle of the inner core is largest when Ωf icn is closest to Ωp . The larger the in-phase
tilt angle is, the larger its out-of-plane component can be as a result of viscoelastic deformation (see Figure 7). Hence, the contribution to φp from inner core relaxation depends not only on the size and viscosity of the inner core, but also on the proximity of
Ωf icn to Ωp .
Figure 8 shows that, provided the viscosity of the inner core is in the range 1013 −
1014 Pa s, viscoelastic deformation may contribute to a part of the observed φp . Indeed,
it is possible to explain the entire observed phase lead angle of φp = 0.27 arcsec without a contribution from viscous friction at the CMB and ICB. Furthermore, as pointed
out when describing Figure 6, specific combinations of rs , rf and ηs lead to a prediction
of φp that far exceeds its observed value; such combinations would be incompatible with
observations. For instance, if the inner core viscosity is approximately 1013 Pa s, then
its radius cannot be larger than approximately 180 km. This upper bound is of course
reduced the greater the fraction of φp which is due to viscous friction at the CMB and
ICB, which is set to zero in these calculations. Conversely, if the inner core is large, our
results indicate that its viscosity cannot be too low, and Ωf icn cannot be too close to
Ωp , as otherwise φp would exceed 0.27 arcsec.
As the inner core viscosity is increased beyond 1014 Pa s, the contour levels of φp
get more concentrated closer to the FICN resonance. This is because as ηs increases, the
ratio of the real to imaginary components of the inner core tilt also increases. Hence, a
larger in-phase tilt angle is required to produce the same out-of-phase tilt amplitude. Because of the reduced dissipation within the inner core, the amplitude of the inner core
tilt near the resonance gets very large, in excess of 30◦ . Since our model is built under
the assumption of small angles, our results are not very accurate close to the FICN resonance when ηs ≥ 1014 Pa s. In fact, this is also true for inner core radii smaller than
100 km for the case of ηs = 1014 Pa s shown in Figure 8b. In our linear model, without any dissipation, the tilt angle of the inner core diverges to ±∞ when Ωf icn is equal
to Ωp (DW16). However, as shown in SD18, in a model valid for large angles, though
still in the absence of dissipation, the in-phase inner core tilt angle does not diverge to
infinity near the FICN resonance, but is instead bound to be between −33◦ and 17◦ . This
places an upper bound for the largest in-phase inner core tilt. With increasing ηs , even
if the in-phase inner core tilt amplitude is close to one of these extrema, the out-of-phase
component would at some point be too small to generate a significant contribution to
φp . Hence, there is an upper bound value of ηs beyond which viscoelastic inner core deformation no longer plays a significant role in the observed φp . It is difficult to give a
precise measure of this upper bound based on our linear model. But from inspection of
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The phase lead angle φp of the figure axis of the mantle ahead of the Cassini plane

(colour contours, in arcsec) as a function of inner core and outer core radii, for an inner core
viscosity ηs of a) 1013 Pa s and b) 1014 Pa s. The black contour line corresponds to the observed
phase lead of 0.27 arcsec. Lunar models for which the FICN frequency Ωf icn is equal to the precession frequency Ωp = 2π/18.6 yr−1 follow the white dashed contour line. In b), the colour scale
is saturated at 3 arcsec.

our results, we estimate that inner core deformation contributes less than 0.01 arcsec to
the observed φp when ηs > 1015 Pa s for rs = 100 km in radius, and when ηs > 1017
Pa s for rs = 200 km.
Lastly, the φp contour maps of Figure 8 are tied to the choices we have made for
the density and thickness of the crust. These influence the densities of the mantle, LVZ,
and core that can match Ism and ρ̄ (see Equation 60), and in turn, this affects the frequency of the FICN for a given combination of rs and rf . With different assumptions
about the crust, the location of the FICN resonance would be shifted on Figure 8 and
so would the φp contours. Our general conclusions remain unaltered, but one should be
careful in extracting specific values of φp as a function of rs and rf from Figure 8.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented in this work an extension of the model of the Cassini state of
the Moon developed in DW16 and SD18 to include dissipation. Specifically, the two forms
of dissipation that are included in our model are viscous coupling at the boundaries of
the fluid core and viscoelastic deformation within the solid regions of the Moon. Our model
allows us to investigate how these contributions can account for the dissipation observed
by LLR. In particular, how this dissipation manifests itself through a phase lead angle
of φp = 0.27 arcsec in the spin-symmetry axis of the Moon relative to the plane of an
exact Cassini state. We have focused our attention on the role of viscoelastic deformation occurring within a LVZ layer at the bottom of the mantle and within the solid inner core.
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In accordance with the studies of Harada et al. [2014, 2016], we have shown that
viscoelastic deformation concentrated within a LVZ at the base of the mantle, with an
outer radius equal to 550 km and a viscosity of approximately 3×1016 Pa s, is consistent with the monthly Q value inferred by LLR. The global tidal dissipation from this
effect accounts for approximately 0.15 arcsec of the observed φp . Furthermore, we have
shown that the inner core plays a negligible role in the global tidal dissipation.
Our results also demonstrate that viscoelastic inner core deformation can contribute
significantly to the observed φp through gravitational coupling with the mantle. The precise value of φp depends on the inner core and fluid core radii and also on the inner core
viscosity. The larger the inner core is, and the closer the FICN frequency is to being in
resonance with the precession frequency, the larger is the contribution from inner core
relaxation to φp . Maximal contribution to φp results with an inner core viscosity of the
order of 1013 to 1014 Pa s, but inner core relaxation may contribute non-negligibly to
φp for a viscosity as large as 1016 Pa s.
Whether the Moon has an inner core remains uncertain. If an inner core is present,
its viscosity is not known. Hence, whether the mechanism that we have investigated can
realistically contribute to dissipation in the Moon remains speculative. However we can
ask how a viscosity of the order of 1013 to 1015 Pa s compares with estimates that have
been suggested for the viscosity of the Earth’s inner core. A few estimates have been obtained from geodynamic modelling of the rotational dynamics of the Earth’s inner core.
Considerations of its differential rotation [Buffett, 1997], its possible axial oscillations
[Dumberry and Mound , 2010; Davies et al., 2014] and its contribution to the observed
nutations [Greff-Lefftz et al., 2000; Koot and Dumberry, 2011] suggest an inner core viscosity in the range of 1015 −1017 Pa s. Laboratory experiments on the strength of iron
suggest an inner core viscosity in a similar range of 1015 −1018 Pa s [Gleason and Mao,
2013]. The recent detection of seismic J-waves [Tkalcic and Pham, 2018] is further suggestive of an inner core viscosity within this range. Relative to the Earth’s inner core,
the inner core of the Moon is at a lower pressure and temperature, so we must be careful in mapping estimates obtained for the Earth. Nevertheless, with this caveat in mind,
a viscosity close to or even smaller than 1015 Pa s is not inconceivable, and hence viscoelastic inner core relaxation may indeed play a role in the dissipation observed in the
lunar rotation dynamics.
We have focused our attention on viscoelastic deformation, but another process that
may act to realign the shape of the inner core with that of the mantle is melting and crystallization. Within the fluid core, hydrostatic equilibrium implies that surfaces of constant gravitational potential, density and pressure are all aligned. Surfaces of constant
temperature also follow this alignment because temperature is linked to pressure and density by an equation of state. Since the ICB marks the solid-liquid phase transition, at
the mean radius of the inner core, the temperature should coincide with the liquidus (melting temperature). However, a tilted ellipsoidal inner core has its ICB misaligned relative to the liquidus (e.g. see figure 8 of SD18). The parts of the inner core surface that
are at a higher temperature undergo melting, while the parts that are at a lower temperature experience crystal growth. This melt and growth process operates to realign
the shape of the ICB toward an alignment with the mantle and hence, may contribute
to an effective viscoelastic deformation of the inner core shape.
It is important to stress that we do not suggest that viscous friction at the CMB
and ICB does not play an important role in the observed dissipation. Although we have
considered an end-member scenario in which these effects are absent, this was simply to
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isolate the possible role of viscoelastic inner core deformation. In all likelihood, viscous
friction at the solid boundaries of the fluid core contribute to dissipation. But the question is, by how much? To fit LLR observations, so far the only rotational models of the
Moon that have been considered do not have an inner core. Viscous friction at the CMB
must then account, by itself, for the part of the dissipation not accounted for by tidal
dissipation. The magnitude of the CMB friction torque that is retrieved is broadly in
line with the expected magnitude of a viscous torque in a turbulent regime [Yoder , 1981;
Williams et al., 2001], lending further support to this interpretation. But a direct prediction of the magnitude of the turbulent friction torque at the CMB is not possible because it involves a numerical factor which depends on surface roughness, which is unknown. Moreover, with an inner core present, viscous friction takes place at both the CMB
and ICB. Depending on the orientation of the inner core in the Cassini state, the friction torques at the CMB and ICB may add up together or partly cancel one another.
Our point is that sufficient uncertainty exists in estimating the friction torque at the CMB
and ICB that there is room for viscoelastic inner core deformation to contribute to the
observed dissipation.
We have focused our efforts here on the dissipation associated with the Cassini state,
but viscoelastic relaxation within the inner core would also participate in the dissipation of the forced and free lunar librations. According to the Maxwell time relation of
Equation (65), the longer the libration period, the larger is the inner core viscosity at
which maximum dissipation occurs. This implies that viscoelastic deformation within
the inner core could play a proportionally more important role for librations at longer
periods. For instance, in the case of the longitudinal libration with a period of 6 years,
the curves for the imaginary part of S33 on Figure 5d are shifted to higher viscosities:
the dissipation peak would be moved from ∼ 1013 to ∼ 1015 Pa s. For an inner core
viscosity of, say, 1016 Pa s, inner core relaxation may play an important role in the energy dissipation associated with the 6 year libration, even though its contribution to the
lead angle φp of the Cassini state (27.212 day) may be minimal. Up to now, differences
in the time-delay of the tidal bulge as a function of libration period inferred from LLR
have been interpreted as a frequency dependence of the tidal Q factor [Williams et al.,
2001, 2014; Williams and Boggs, 2015]. But taking into account viscoelastic inner core
deformation may alter this Q versus frequency relationship. In turn, this has important
implications to our understanding of the rheology of the lunar mantle and LVZ.
Lastly, as Figure 7 shows, if the inner core viscosity is smaller than 1014 Pa s, the
magnitude of the tilt angle of the instantaneous inner core figure with respect to the mantle is significantly decreased. The periodic, 27.212 day, degree 2 order 1 gravity signal
associated with the inner core is directly proportional to this tilt angle [Williams, 2007].
This signal has not yet been detected conclusively [Williams et al., 2015], which may be
for a variety of reasons, including that the inner core is too small or the density contrast
at the ICB too weak. But it may also be because the tilt angle of the inner core is too
small. The latter may be a consequence of viscoelastic relaxation of the inner core, realigning its shape with the mantle, as we have shown in our study.

A:

Elements of the linear system of equations
A.1 The full system of equations
Defining the quantities
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λ1 = 1 + ω + Φ2 ,

(A.1)

λ2 = 1 + ω − α2 ,

(A.2)
(A.3)

the right-hand side vector y and matrix M of the linear system of equations

M · x = y,

(A.4)

are


n2
t
−βΦ1 + (1 + ω)S11 Φ1 + 3 Ω
2 MΦ1 Re[S11 ] + iIm[S11 ]Φ1
o


ωS21 Φ1


2

n
t ,
y = −βs α3 Φ1 + λ2 S31 Φ1 − es α3 αg S41 Φ1 + 3 Ω
2 Mα3 Φ1 Re[S31 ] + iIm[S31 ]α3 Φ1 


o


0
0
(A.5)



M11
M
 21

M = M31

 0
1

M12
M22
M32
0
0

M13
M23
M33
1
0

M14
M24
M34
ω
0


M15
M25 


M35  ,

0 
(1 + ω)

(A.6)

where the elements M11 through to M35 are

M11 = ω − e + λ1 S11 +

M12 = (1 + ω)

M13

M14

Ās
α3 S31 Φ2 ,
Ā

Āf
Ās
+ λ1 S12 +
α3 S32 Φ2 ,
Ā
Ā



Ās
Ās
t
= (1 + ω)
+ λ1 S13 +
α3 S33 Φ2 − iIm[S31 ]Φ3 ,
Ā
Ā



 
Ās
n2
=
α3 (1 + ω)es + βs + α2 S33 − 3 2 MRe[S31 ] Φ2 + α2 λ1 S13 ,
Ωo
Ā

M15 = βΦ2 − (1 + ω)S11 Φ2 − 3

n2
MΦ2 Re[S11 ] − iIm[S11 ]Φt2 ,
Ω2o

M21 = ω(1 + S21 ) ,

M22 = 1 + ω(1 + S22 ) + ef + Kcmb +
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(A.7b)

(A.7c)

(A.7d)

(A.7e)

(A.7f)

Ās
Kicb ,
Āf

(A.7g)
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Ās
Kicb ,
Āf

(A.7h)

Ās
+ ωα2 S23 ,
Āf

(A.7i)

M23 = ωS23 −

M24 = −ωes α1

M25 = −ωS21 Φ2 ,

(A.7j)


M31 = ω − α3 es + λ2 + α3 Φ2 S31 − es α3 αg S41 ,

(A.7k)


M32 = α1 es + λ2 + α3 Φ2 S32 − es α3 αg S42 − Kicb ,

(A.7l)


M33 = 1 + ω + λ2 + α3 Φ2 S33 − es α3 αg S43 + Kicb − iIm[S33 ]α3 Φt3 ,

(A.7m)


n2
M34 = λ2 es + βs α3 Φ2 + α2 λ2 + α2 α3 Φ2 S33 − es α3 αg α2 S43 − 3 2 Mα3 Φ2 Re[S31 ] , (A.7n)
Ωo

M35 = βs α3 Φ2 − λ2 S31 Φ2 + es α3 αg S41 Φ2 − 3

n2
Mα3 Φ2 Re[S31 ] − iIm[S31 ]α3 Φt2 . (A.7o)
Ω2o

A.2 The system of equations for no inner core
The linear system of equations in the absence of an inner core is given by
M0 · x0 = y0 ,

(A.8)



n2
t
−βΦ1 + (1 + ω)S11 Φ1 + 3 Ω
2 MΦ1 Re[S11 ] + iIm[S11 ]Φ1
o


y0 = 
,
ωS21 Φ1
0

(A.9)

where

 0
M11
0

M = M21
1
0

0
M12
0
M22
0


0
M13
0
,
M23
(1 + ω)

(A.10)

0
0
where the elements M11
through to M23
are

0
M11
= ω − e + λ1 S11 ,

0
M12
= (1 + ω)

Āf
+ λ1 S12 ,
Ā
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0
M13
= βΦ2 − (1 + ω)S11 Φ2 − 3

n2
MΦ2 Re[S11 ] − iIm[S11 ]Φt2 ,
Ω2o

(A.11c)

0
M21
= ω(1 + S21 ) ,

(A.11d)

0
M22
= 1 + ω(1 + S22 ) + ef + Kcmb ,

(A.11e)

0
M23
= −ωS21 Φ2 .

(A.11f)
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